Let’s face it. One of the banes of many general aviation pilots (and even some professionals) is the
crosswind landing. The dread of having to execute a crosswind landing is even enough to keep some
GA pilots on the ground when the surface winds pick up to 20 knots or more. If you doubt this, ask
an air traffic controller about traffic volume on windy days the next time you visit your local ATC tower. When I fly on days the winds are gusting over 30 knots, the controller often advises that I am
the first person to venture out on such a windy day. I usually counter with something like, “Well, the
plane doesn’t know it’s flying in the wind.” Really.

Crosswind (from the west) landing for RW01 at Deck;
notice the plane is crabbing to the left.

The need for regular crosswind takeoff and
landing practice becomes painfully obvious
when you fly to a distant destination with a
single runway and have no choice but to
make a crosswind landing to get on the
ground. A few airports where I have landed, most of them several times, that come
to mind would be Lake County (KLXV) in
Colorado, the highest elevation public airport in North America; Tangier Island
(KTGI), Virginia, out in the middle of the
Chesapeake Bay; Catalina Island (KAVX),
22 miles off the west coast from LAX;

Montauk Airport (KMTP) on the tip of Long Island;
Ocracoke Island Airport (W95) along the Outer
Banks in North Carolina; and Upolu Airport (PHUP)
in Hawi, Hawaii. Because of regular, intense crosswinds coming off the Pacific Ocean, Upolu Airport is
said by many experienced pilots to be the most difficult airport in the world to land. The direct crosswinds there commonly exceed 30 knots with gusts
up to 40. On such an occasion you will be glad you
practiced crosswind landings under more controlled
conditions near home. Did you notice many airports with troublesome crosswinds are located near
Notice the 120’ high hill to the west of the threshold of
RW35 at York (THV). This creates significant rotors when an ocean?
there is a direct crosswind out of the west.

This crosswind landing angst is not entirely unfounded. On reviewing the Air Safety Institute’s Nall Reports for the past several years, it becomes
apparent that wind (from any direction) is the major cause of takeoff and landing accidents in the
general aviation community. Over one-third of all accidents were reported when winds were either
gusting or coming from a crosswind direction. This should not be surprising -- most of the time the
wind is not exactly on the runway heading.
Every pilot should be able to land at his intended destination despite a crosswind within the limits of
his plane’s and his own abilities. How to do this? If you are presently uncomfortable landing in the
slightest crosswind, read no further. Call your friendly CFII and ask him to go up with you when
you can practice landing in a mild to moderate crosswind. After making a dozen or more successful
full stop crosswind landings with his oversight, you should be comfortable enough to practice on
your own. If you are not flying regularly, it would not be a bad idea to take your CFII with you for
crosswind landing practice every year or two.
A crosswind landing is defined as a landing executed when a significant component of the prevailing wind is perpendicular to the runway centerline.
A full crosswind landing occurs when the prevailing
wind is 90° off the centerline of the runway. Varying degrees of crosswind component may be present depending upon how far off the runway centerline the wind is. For example if a headwind is 10°
off the centerline, the crosswind component will be
about 15% of the full headwind. At 30° off the centerline, the crosswind component will be 50%. It
seems intuitive that with a 45° crosswind, the cross- Clearview Airport with trees at both ends of the sloped runwind component should be half of a 90° crosswind. way. This is a very short, narrow runway...not for inexperienced crosswind landers.
But that is not the case. With a 45° headwind, the
crosswind component is about 70%.

When a crosswind is present, the plane must be turned into the wind in order to maintain the desired course. For example, if a plane is flying north with a direct crosswind out of the west, the
nose of the plane will have to be turned slightly to the left for it to be able to maintain the proper
northbound course. The amount of correction required is called the crab angle. When a plane is
on final approach in the presence of a crosswind, the crab angle is increased by the wind intensity
and the degree to which the crosswind is off the runway centerline. An airplane cannot be landed
safely in a significant crab because of lateral stress on the landing gear.
In order to land safely in the presence of a crosswind, the A/C needs to be flown so that its heading
and course are aligned with the runway centerline (parallel to it). This can be achieved by flying
the plane cross-controlled in a sideslip
down to the runway, or flying in a crab to
just above the runway surface and then
adding control inputs to straighten the
plane before touchdown. In either case
the control inputs necessary to achieve a
straight line of flight are (1) lowering the
wing into the wind and (2) applying opposite rudder until the plane is flying parallel
to the centerline of the runway. With a
tricycle plane in this configuration, the upwind main landing gear will contact the
runway first, then the opposite main, and
finally the nose wheel. These control inUpolu Airport (PHUP) on the north shore of the Big Island of Hawaii; puts should be maintained while the plane
there is almost always a high intensity crosswind coming off the Pacific is rolling out to continue straight down the
here. View is looking west. Wind is usually out of the north here.
runway centerline.
Most GA aircraft are rated to land safely in crosswinds of between 12 and 25 knots. Here are the
published POH crosswind ratings for several aircraft:
Beech A36 Bonanza
Beech Baron Twin
Piper Saratoga
Cessna 172
Cessna 340 Twin
Piper Archer lll

17
22
17
15
23
18

knots
knots
knots
knots
knots
knots

Airbus 330
Boeing 737-800
Boeing 747-8
Boeing 777-300
Pilatus PC-12

32
33
40
38
30

knots
knots
knots
knots
knots (no flaps)

The FAA requires that every plane must at least be designed to land in a crosswind equal to 0.2
times VSO. The POH crosswind rating is typically slightly higher than 0.2 times the stall speed however the plane is configured for landing. Landing a four-engine jet such as a 747 or A380 in a
crosswind can be hazardous because the nacelle of the outside engine could very easily strike the
ground when the plane is cross controlled. Although the subject stimulates hangar talk among high
-time pilots, most agree it is better to land without flaps (or possibly one notch) when wind velocity
is high or gusting. It is also worth emphasizing that when traction is decreased by a contaminated

runway (wet, ice, or snow), a crosswind
landing is much more difficult and in
some cases should not even be attempted. For example, it is impossible to do a
safe crosswind landing at the Alton Bay
ice runway because without satisfactory
traction, the airplane will tend to weathervane out of control into the wind after
touchdown regardless of control input by
the pilot.
The crosswind landing speed listed in
most POH’s is not necessarily an absolute limit. The A/C manufacturer is
Ocracoke Island Airport (W95) along the
merely stating it has been demonstrated
Atlantic Coast of North Carolina
that a safe crosswind landing can be
made at the listed speed. On the other hand, if you attempt to land in a higher crosswind than is
listed in the POH and have an accident, you might have some explaining to do to the FAA and NTSB
investigators. I have been able to land the Saratoga safely at Lake County, CO, (KLXV) in a direct
90° crosswind when the AWOS was reporting winds at 25 knots gusting to 36.
A few of my favorite local airports to practice crosswind landings are listed below. For example,
when I call the Wx phone line at LNS and the winds are reported to be 25 knots gusting to 33 out of
260°, I will probably head up to York to practice crosswind landings on RW35:
Lancaster (LNS):
Smoketown (S37)
Clearview (2W2):
Butter Valley (7N8):
York (THV):
Deck (9D4):
Gettysburg (W05):

RW8
RW28
RW14-32
RW16-34
RW17-35
RW1-19
RW6-24

90°
90°
90°
90°
90°
90°
90°

crosswind
crosswind
crosswind
crosswind
crosswind
crosswind
crosswind

is
is
is
is
is
is
is

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

170°
190°
230°
250°
260°
280°
330°

or
or
or
or
or
or
or

350°
10°
50°
70°
80°
100°
150°

Unless you are very experienced, I would not advise attempting to land at Clearview Airport (2W2)
with a significant crosswind because the runway is merely 1,840’ long and 30’ wide. RW14 at Clearview is the preferred calm wind runway as there is a 2.1% upslope. Also there are trees near the
threshold of both ends of the runway which make the approaches even more complicated. Clearview can be a challenging landing for most GA pilots with no wind.
Although the runway is three times wider at York than Clearview, York Airport has an additional factor to deal with in making crosswind landings on RW35: there is a 120’ high hillock just west of the
runway threshold which creates rotors for incoming planes. Significant rotors are not usually noticeable unless the direct crosswind exceeds 15 knots. That hillock is about ten times higher than a

hangar roof and even hangars have been implicated in the causation of accidents by creating severe
rotors when they are located near a runway. If you are practicing crosswind landings on RW35 at
York, as you pass the hill make the necessary control inputs to keep the A/C flying directly down the
runway centerline. Once you clear the hill and pass through the rotors, it will be an ordinary crosswind landing.
Here are a few final suggestions for practicing crosswind landings using the acronym “SAFE.”

Tangier Island Airport (KTGI) on the west side of Tangier
Island frequently requires a crosswind landing.

1. Start low and work up. If you have
200 hours and 200 landings, you are not
ready to try landing at Deck in a 25 knot direct crosswind flying a plane with a POH
crosswind rating of 12 knots. On a day
when there is a six to eight knot 90° crosswind at an airport with wide runways, make
a dozen or so full stop landings. When you
feel completely comfortable at this level, the
next time there is a crosswind at a slightly
higher intensity, do the same thing -- or go
to an airport with a narrower runway. Gradually work your way up until you feel com
fortable at the POH rated crosswind for your
A/C.

2. Always consider the balked landing. If you are doing everything right and don’t feel comfortable on final approach, go around. When I am confronted with a severe crosswind at my destination airport, I usually give two tries to land. If I can’t get on the ground safely in two tries, I go
elsewhere. This is no time for ego to get in the way of good judgment. Once you make the decision to abort a crosswind landing, let the plane crab into the wind, apply full power, clean up the
plane, and establish your normal rate of climb. Executing a go around with a crosswind should be
no more difficult than during any other go around.
3. Fly the plane on landing roll out. After landing you will want to continue to hold the into-the
-wind wing down and maintain rudder correction (as well as braking) for at least several seconds to
keep the plane on the runway centerline.
4. Expect the crosswind to diminish as you descend to the surface. As the crosswind intensity drops nearer the ground, you will have to adjust your aileron and rudder inputs accordingly
to keep the plane lined up with the runway centerline.
When practicing and executing crosswind landings, above all, stay safe and have fun flying.
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